**Adam, Eve, and the Three Wise Men**

For many years, I was mystified by the seventeenth-century French Christmas carol “Quelle est cette odeur agréable?”¹ When the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra performs Mack Wilberg’s ethereal arrangement² that begins with the words:

> Whence is that goodly fragrance flowing stealing our senses all away?
> Never the like did come a-blowing, shepherds, in the flow’ry fields of May,

have you ever wondered, as I have, why a particular smell should be taken as a sign of Christ’s birth? The qualifier “goodly” tells us that the odor has nothing to do with the shepherds’ flocks, nor with the cattle in the manger. Moreover, the original French text confirms that it was not the fragrance of the springtime flowers, but something completely new—overpowering and rapturous.³

To comprehend these word pictures, we have to know something of how early Christians linked traditions about the life of Adam and Eve to the story of the Nativity of Christ.

**Adam and Eve’s “Cave of Treasures”**

Some ancient traditions record that Adam and Eve lived on a sacred mountain. Similar pictures of sacred mountains also appear in conjunction with other biblical figures. In each case, the mountain is divided into three vertical sections recalling, in simple terms, the three major divisions of ancient temples. The lower regions, roughly corresponding to
the outer courtyard of the temple, can be seen as the place of sinners, who are exhorted to seek penitence. The middle section of the mountain, corresponding to the Holy Place, can be seen as the dwelling of the people of the covenant. The top of the mountain can be seen as a Holy of Holies, the presence of God Himself.

Here, at the bottom of this mountain, Cain has words with Abel, leads him out to the field, and then executes his murder. On the peak, symbolizing the heavenly domain, we see Adam and Eve clad only in their fig-leaf aprons. Tongues of flame adorn the upper parts of the hill, suggesting the glory of the Divine Presence.

In the heart of the mountain, an aged Adam and Eve, clad in robes of animal skins, confer within what early Christian texts sometimes called the Cave of Treasures. Whether or not there was literally a cave just outside of Eden is not of concern here. The accounts are clearly figurative, and what is of interest are the echoes of temple teachings in their rich symbolism. According to these sources, the specially-prepared cave became a safeguard for gold, frankincense, and myrrh, retrieved by three angelic messengers from the Garden of Eden as a help to Adam and Eve in their new condition.

In Old Testament times, gold was the symbol of kingship, frankincense the offering of priests, and the oil of myrrh—“known as the ‘dew of resurrection’—had anointed the royal high priests after the order of Melchizedek and transformed them into sons of God.” These and other details make it clear that the Cave of Treasures was imagined as a sort of temple, a figurative replacement for the temple-like Garden of Eden where Adam and Eve had formerly lived. Though dark and dreary compared to their former surroundings, the cave is presented as a place of instruction, affording the couple protection from the world in their state of vulnerability, and providing privacy and security for the treasures that were kept therein.

But it was not meant to be mankind’s final home. “Through the atonement of Christ” and “by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the gospel,” God had prepared a way for Adam and Eve to move forward. According to an Armenian text, once their period of preparation was over, “the Lord took pity on them, and he sent his angel to take them out of the darkness, and he guided and brought them into this bright world.” There, in answer to prayer, they continued to receive the additional light and knowledge they would need as they readied themselves and their children for a permanent return to God’s presence.
The same three divisions of a sacred mountain appear in an illustration from an early Bible manuscript. Recall that when God appeared to Moses on the top of Mount Sinai, Aaron and the priests ascended only part way, while the rest of the children of Israel stayed at the very foot, unwilling and unprepared to begin the climb required to meet Jehovah face to face.16

In this illustration, Moses, in the top register, “accompanied by Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, approaches the Lord, whose head appears in a cloud at the top of Mount Sinai.”17 Within the cave in the middle scene, is a gathering of Christians who, in the pattern of ancient Israel, make covenants under the direction of Moses.18 At the bottom, is a Christianized version of the Tabernacle.19 Here, the ancient leaders of Israel part the outer veil, earnestly inviting all those outside the covenant to enter in and begin their ascent.
Imagery of the Sacred Mountain in the Nativity

An icon of the Nativity from the Orthodox tradition also features a mountain divided into three parts. At the top, the heavenly angels sing praises to God, and in the middle, near the cave, Mary rests outside while the baby Jesus slumbers within. At the bottom left, Joseph is tempted by the Devil to disbelieve Mary’s story about the baby’s conception, while at right similarly doubting midwives wash the baby Jesus.

Though the visit of the Magi is generally portrayed as having taken place at a later time when Mary and Joseph were living in a house, the Magi in this image and in the apocryphal Protoevangelium of James “come to pay homage at the Bethlehem cave—an interesting mixture of Matthew and Luke,” and a motif that harmonizes with themes in the story of Adam and Eve’s Cave of Treasures.

Early Christian texts depict the “treasures” that had once been given to comfort and instruct Adam and Eve as reappearing symbolically in the later gifts of the Wise Men to the Christ child. In this case, the birth cave had itself become a literal Holy of Holies, since the Son of God lay within. The three gifts of the Magi symbolized God’s promise of an eventual recovery of what mankind had lost when they were first shut out from Paradise—including the restoration by Christ of the higher priesthood and its distinctive ordinances. Describing how early Christians connected the birth of Christ with the royal coronation psalm of Melchizedek, C. S. Lewis writes:

We find in our Prayer Books that Psalm 110 is one of those appointed for Christmas Day. We may at first be surprised by this. There is nothing in it about peace and
goodwill, nothing remotely suggestive of the stable at Bethlehem. It seems to have been originally either a coronation ode for a new king, promising conquest and empire, or a poem addressed to some king on the eve of a war, promising victory… The note is not “Peace and goodwill” but “Beware. He’s coming.” Two things attach it to Christ with an authority far beyond that of the Prayer book. The first of course … is that He Himself did so; He is the “lord” whom “David” calls “my Lord.” The second is the reference to Melchizedek… For He, like Melchizedek claims to be Priest, though not really of the priestly tribe, and also King. Melchizedek really does point to Him; and so of course does the hero of Psalm 110 who is a king but also has the same sort of priesthood.

Summarizing the significance of the return of the gifts originally given to Adam to the Christ child, the Methodist Old Testament scholar Margaret Barker writes:

Gold, frankincense, and myrrh were symbolic of the temple… Jesus was the new Adam, the new creation, opening the way back to Eden and restoring the true temple.

**Traditions About a Sacred Grotto on the Mount of Olives**

Within an underground grotto on the Mount of Olives, “a stone’s throw from the place of His Ascension,” and from where, in the sight of the Temple, He foretold the ruin of Jerusalem and the end of the world, early traditions record that Jesus found a place “where He could teach His disciples those things that were beyond the understanding of
His usual hearers.” More specifically, the fourth-century bishop Eusebius passed on “a true report… that in that cave the Savior of the Universe initiated the members of his guild in the ineffable mysteries.” An instance of such an initiation may have occurred on the very night Jesus was arrested. He having perhaps repaired to such a place to give His final instructions to His apostles before going down to Gethsemane. The Gnostic Acts of John recounts that on that night a prayer circle was formed by the apostles, with Jesus at the center: “So he told us to form a circle, holding one another’s hands, and himself stood in the middle.”

The Symbolism of the “Goodly Fragrance”

Circling back to where this essay started, I was pleased to find recently that the memory and significance of the visit of the Magi had been preserved in the 15th-century French Christmas carol Noël Nouvelet. In the carol, the smell of the manger is revealed to be the fragrance of Paradise, emanating from the gifts originally procured in the primeval Garden. The three “kings” bring their gifts to the Christ child, tokens of the restoration of divine blessings once given to Adam and Eve, while the birthplace in Bethlehem—here portrayed as a small garden—is transformed into an earthly Eden:

Gold the first did carry; myrrh the next did bring.  
And the third bore incense, the garden perfuming,  
So that in paradise I seemed to dwell.

In our day, such traditions—those traditions that connect Christ’s birthplace to the Garden of Eden and that recognize the myrrh as the symbol of Christ’s anointing as the Son of God—seem have been almost completely forgotten. For example, note the words of the familiar nineteenth-century carol “We Three Kings of Orient Are.” Here the myrrh is merely a burial ointment, a preparation for Christ’s death and entombment:

Myrrh is mine; its bitter perfume  
Breathes a life of gathering gloom;  
Sorrowing, sighing, bleeding, dying,  
Sealed in the stone-cold tomb.

What a bleak picture this uninspired verse paints when compared to the triumphal symbolism of anointing with myrrh in the ancient Israelite temple as the seal of eternal Sonship, and the original meaning of Jesus’ title as the Christ. Explains Harvey:

The Hebrew term [for “Messiah”], meaning “the Anointed One,” was translated into Greek as Christos, and gave Jesus the name by which he was to become universally known. It was an old title, originally used of the first kings of Israel. But in the time of Jesus it was reserved for a divinely-appointed… figure whom (it was widely believed) God would soon send into the world to inaugurate a new and blessed age for the benefit of his chosen people (or of the elect among them).

This same symbolism of anointing, of course, applies to all Christians, who have taken upon themselves the name of Christ and who have received the promise that they “may become the sons of God; that when he shall appear we shall be like him.” An
anticipatory fulfillment of this promise was experienced by Peter, James, and John, when they were themselves “transfigured” in likeness of Christ, and received the “more sure word of prophecy” to which all Christians are admonished to “take heed… until the day dawn, and the day star arise in [their own] hearts.” In recounting a vision of the given at that time to the three apostles, the second-century Apocalypse of Peter not only describes the visual beauty of the transfigured earth, but also the unmistakable divine fragrance that “was borne from there to where [they] were.”

“Good Tidings of Great Joy”

Tradition records that Adam, after recounting the story of the Fall to his posterity at the gathering before his death, asked Eve and Seth to retrieve oil from the Tree of Life so he could receive an ordinance of anointing. Hugh Nibley summarizes:

[W]hen at the end of his life Adam felt the accumulating effect of these mortal blows upon him and sensed the approach of death, he implored Eve, “Go with my son Seth near to Paradise… and pray God to… send his angel to Paradise, and give me of the tree out of which the oil floweth, and bring it me, and I shall anoint myself and shall have rest from my complaint.” He was asking for the “oil of mercy,” which alone could reverse the seven “blows of death” inflicted as a result of the Fall. For the ultimate healing of the oil of mercy was not to be given to men until the coming of the Messiah, as Eve and Seth were informed by an angel who met them on the way back to the Garden to fetch the oil for Adam. When the Messiah did come,
according to the *Clementine Recognitions*,\textsuperscript{49} he provided that all who come to His kingdom should be anointed with the oil of the Tree of Life, the very oil with which the Father had anointed Him to be the *initium omnium*.\textsuperscript{50} The final culmination of the whole plan of salvation, according to a very old Judeo-Christian writing, will be when Michael opens the gates and bestows the healing oil on the righteous as “the hundred-fold reward of those who have worked and toiled diligently.”\textsuperscript{51}

Thus, it seems that the three priceless and eternal gifts, first given to Adam and Eve by three heavenly messengers and whose restoration in the meridian of time was symbolized by the visit of the Magi to the Christ child, may also become our own, through the Atonement of Christ coupled with our “diligence and obedience.”\textsuperscript{52} The story of Jesus’ birth is indeed “good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.”\textsuperscript{53}
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